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ABSTRACT

Accurate, real-time forecasting of coastal inundation due to hurricanes and tropical storms is a challeng-

ing computational problem requiring high-fidelity forward models of currents and water levels driven by

hurricane-force winds. Despite best efforts in computational modeling there will always be uncertainty in

storm surge forecasts. In recent years, there has been significant instrumentation located along the coastal

United States for the purpose of collecting data—specifically wind, water levels, and wave heights—during

these extreme events. This type of data, if available in real time, could be used in a data assimilation

framework to improve hurricane storm surge forecasts. In this paper a data assimilation methodology for

storm surge forecasting based on the use of ensemble Kalman filters and the advanced circulation (ADCIRC)

storm surge model is described. The singular evolutive interpolated Kalman (SEIK) filter has been shown to

be effective at producing accurate results for ocean models using small ensemble sizes initialized by an em-

pirical orthogonal function analysis. The SEIK filter is applied to the ADCIRC model to improve storm surge

forecasting, particularly in capturing maximum water levels (high water marks) and the timing of the surge.

Two test cases of data obtained from hindcast studies of Hurricanes Ike and Katrina are presented. It is shown

that a modified SEIK filter with an inflation factor improves the accuracy of coarse-resolution forecasts of

storm surge resulting from hurricanes. Furthermore, the SEIK filter requires only modest computational

resources to obtain more accurate forecasts of storm surge in a constrained time window where forecasters

must interact with emergency responders.

1. Introduction

Prediction of coastal inundation due to hurricanes and

tropical storms is a problem of great importance. Over

the past few decades, storm surge has been a major cause

for deaths worldwide. In November 1970, the infamous

Bhola cyclone made landfall in Bangladesh; the associ-

ated storm surge is estimated to have killed between

300 000 and 500 000 people (Murty et al. 1986). More

recently, Hurricane Katrina made landfall in Louisiana

and Mississippi in August 2005, directly killing at least

1200 people (Blake et al. 2011). The majority of deaths

during hurricanes are caused by storm surge, and could
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be prevented with improved planning, warning systems,

and emergency response. Accurate numerical forecasts

of coastal flooding, delivered in real time, could result in

more timely evacuations and help significantly with the

deployment of first responders and emergency person-

nel. Storm surges have been the subject of much study,

dating back several decades (Heap 1983). For example,

in the southern North Sea a surge was responsible for the

worst natural disaster to affect the United Kingdom, the

Netherlands, and Denmark in recent times (Gerritsen

et al. 1995; McRobie et al. 2005). Recent studies of se-

vere U.S. hurricanes, including Hurricanes Katrina,

Rita, Gustav, and Ike, can be found in Dietrich et al.

(2010, 2011) and Kennedy et al. (2011).

Numerical models of storm surge will always be sub-

ject to significant uncertainty (Brown et al. 2007). To

reduce these uncertainties, it is critical that storm

surge forecast models use all of the data available to

them, in particular real-time measurements of water

levels and currents that are becoming readily available.

One approach that incorporates measurement data into

a model simulation to minimize these uncertainties is

data assimilation (Ghil 1989; Malanotte-Rizzoli et al.

1989). Kalman filtering (Kalman 1960) is a commonly

applied data assimilation procedure in which the model

is not only used to forecast the system state, but also to

determine the uncertainty of the estimate (Maybeck

1979).

Originally the Kalman filter was designed for linear

systems. One difficulty that hampers the implementation

of the classical Kalman filter for large-scale numerical

models is the computational cost due to the propagation

of the error covariance. For linear, time-invariant, and

stable systems, a steady-state Kalman filter was devel-

oped by Heemink (1986) and has been proven efficient in

many storm surge applications (see, e.g., Heemink and

Kloosterhuis 1990; Sorensen et al. 2006; El Serafy and

Mynett 2008). The limitation of this approach is that it

requires a fixed observation network and does not ad-

dress the nonlinearity issue. Recently, new methods have

been developed to solve the nonlinearities and compu-

tational cost issues in implementing the Kalman filter.

Important examples include the so-called reduced-rank

approaches (Verlaan and Heemink 1997; Hoteit et al.

2002) and the ensemble Kalman filters (EnKFs) (Evensen

1994; Mitchell and Houtekamer 2000; Bishop et al. 2001;

Hoteit et al. 2002). Numerically, these generic filter algo-

rithms tend to be more robust for nonlinearities in the

model than the conventional model-dependent ap-

proaches such as the extended Kalman filter (EKF)

(Maybeck 1979). They also allow for efficient compu-

tation of the analysis step at a reasonable computational

cost. Recent examples of applications in storm surge

forecasting are given by Verlaan and Heemink (1997)

and Sorensen et al. (2004).

The goal of this paper is to describe recent advances

in the science of storm surge forecasting and combine

state-of-the-art, real-time data assimilation methods with

accurate, forward storm surge modeling. The singular

evolutive interpolated Kalman (SEIK) filter is the data

assimilation method used in this study. The SEIK filter

is an ensemble-based square root filter and uses the

minimal number of ensemble members required to ob-

tain second-order exact sampling of the mean and co-

variance of a feature space determined by an empirical

orthogonal function analysis. The numerical model used

in this study is the advanced circulation (ADCIRC)

model. The model discretizes the shallow-water equa-

tions using finite element methods defined on unstruc-

tured meshes (Luettich and Westerink 2004).

We test the application of the SEIK filter, as described

in Hoteit et al. (2002), to the ADCIRC model using

wind fields and data collected from Hurricanes Ike and

Katrina. Specifically, high-fidelity wind fields that are

computed from wind data collected during these hurri-

canes are used with fine-resolution grids to compute

hindcast studies. These hindcast studies have been vali-

dated against data of free-surface elevation that were

gathered during these hurricanes and are used to sim-

ulate the data of free-surface elevation in our exper-

iments. Thus, we are computing what are known as

observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs), which

are akin to twin experiments. However, the forecasts we

generate are on a coarser grid than those used in the

hindcast studies and use wind fields only as they would

be computed during an actual forecast based on using the

best track data, which are available from the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) ar-

chive (ftp://ftp.tpc.ncep.noaa.gov/atcf/archive/).

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we

describe the storm surge model. The governing equations

are given in section 2a. An outline of recent interest in

the problem of collecting and utilizing data for extreme

events is given in section 2b. In section 4 and its sub-

sections, we describe the singular evolutive interpolated

Kalman filter with an inflation factor. In section 5, we

describe the setup and framework of the OSSEs in detail.

Numerical results are presented in section 6, and con-

cluding remarks are in section 7.

2. ADCIRC coastal circulation storm surge model

Mathematical models of storm surge are described by

the shallow-water equations. These equations are derived

from the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations un-

der the assumption of hydrostatic pressure (Vreugdenhil
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1994) and solve for water elevation (or water depth) and

water currents (velocity). These models are defined on

complex physical domains that include many scales, from

the deep ocean through basins and up continental shelves

to coastal inlands. Complex coastal features include barrier

islands, rivers, and channels. In storm surge applications,

structural features such as levees, raised roads, and rail-

ways should be included in the description of the domain

where such data are available. The storm surge models

are forced primarily by tides, winds, and wind waves;

during a hurricane, wind stresses are the dominant forc-

ing. Accurate knowledge of the bottom topography,

coastal elevation, and friction characteristics, both un-

derwater and on potentially inundated land, is needed

but not always available.

Interest in numerical models of storm surge has in-

creased dramatically since the devastating 2005 hurricane

season. Over the past several years a multi-institutional

research team has undertaken the development and ap-

plication of the state-of-the-art advanced circulation

model (Luettich and Westerink 2004). The ADCIRC

model discretizes the shallow-water equations in space

using finite element methods defined on unstructured

meshes. Coupling of the ADCIRC model with a wind

wave model for capturing wave-induced setup has re-

cently been completed (Dietrich et al. 2011). The code has

been parallelized for distributed memory and multicore

computers and has been demonstrated to achieve excel-

lent scalability on these platforms (Tanaka et al. 2011).

a. Governing equations and discretization

Starting with the Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes

equations, applying the hydrostatic and Boussinesq ap-

proximations, assuming the earth’s radius is large rela-

tive to the depth of the ocean, and averaging over the

water depth H, we arrive at the two-dimensional shallow-

water equations in spherical coordinates (l, f):

d continuity,

›z

›t
1

1

R cosf

�
›(UH)

›l
1

›(VH cosf)

›f

�
5 0, (2.1)

d and horizontal momentum,

dU

dt
5 f V 2

1

R cosf

›[g(z 2 ah) 1 ps/r0]

›l

1
tsl

r0H
2 tbfU 1 m

l
(2.2)

dV

dt
5 2f U 2

1

R

›[g(z 2 ah) 1 ps/r0]

›f

1
tsf

r0H
2 tbfV 1 m

f
. (2.3)

These equations are solved on a 2D spatial domain V

and time interval (t0, T ], with appropriate boundary and

initial conditions. Refer to Table 1 for continuity and

momentum equation variable definitions.

The ADCIRC model is based on a reformulation of

the continuity equation into a generalized wave continu-

ity equation (GWCE) (Lynch and Gray 1979; Kinnmark

1986), which replaces (2.1) by a second-order wave equa-

tion for the water elevation z. The domain V is dis-

cretized by triangular finite elements. A typical domain

V is the Gulf of Mexico, possibly including the western

North Atlantic, as seen in Fig. 1. The GWCE and mo-

mentum equations (2.2)–(2.3) are discretized in space

using a standard Galerkin finite element method, with

continuous, piecewise linear approximations of z, U, and

V defined on the triangular mesh. The GWCE is dis-

cretized in time using a central difference scheme with

three time levels, while the momentum equation uses

a forward Euler discretization. The resulting scheme is

essentially explicit in time, except for the solution of a

mass matrix in the GWCE discretization. The complete

numerical formulation is described in Luettich and

Westerink (2004).

b. Data collection and hindcast studies

Since Hurricane Katrina in 2005, there have been

substantial efforts by federal, state, and local agencies in

TABLE 1. Variable definitions for the continuity and momentum

equations shown in (2.1)–(2.3).

Variable Definition

t Time

l, f Degrees longitude, latitude

z Free-surface elevation relative to the geoid

U, V Depth-averaged horizontal velocity components

R Mean radius of the earth (6.378 206 4 3 106 m)

H z 1 h 5 water depth

h Bathymetric depth relative to the geoid

g Gravitational acceleration

f Coriolis coefficient

ps Atmospheric pressure at the free surface

h Newtonian equilibrium tide potential

a Effective earth elasticity factor

r0 Reference density of water

tsl, tsf Applied free-surface stress

tbf Cf [(U2 1 V2)1/2/H] 5 bottom friction

Cf Nonlinear bottom friction coefficient

d

dt

›

›t
1

U

R cosf
1

›

›l
1

V

R
1

›

›f

m
l
, m

f

nT

H

›

›l

›UH

›l

� �
1

›

›f

›UH

›f

� �� �
,

nT

H

�
›

›l

›VH

›l

� �
1

›

›f

›VH

›f

� ��

nT Depth-averaged horizontal eddy viscosity
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the United States to place instruments capable of mea-

suring water levels, wind speeds, and wave heights

throughout the most highly impacted areas of the coast,

particularly along the Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi

coasts. These data collection efforts have been particu-

larly useful for hindcasting recent hurricane events, for

the purpose of better understanding the coastal impact,

and designing improved coastal protection systems.

The ADCIRC model has undergone extensive veri-

fication and validation, in particular by comparison with

data from previous storms, including Hurricanes Betsy

(1965), Ivan (2004), Dennis (2004), Katrina (2005), and

Rita (2005) (Westerink et al. 2008; Bunya et al. 2010;

Dietrich et al. 2010), and more recently, Gustav (2008)

(Dietrich et al. 2011) and Ike (2008) (Kennedy et al.

2011). These hindcasting studies after the event are ex-

tremely valuable for gaining physical understanding and

guiding decisionmakers in future coastal development

and coastal hazard mitigation. Hindcasting relies on

highly accurate model inputs and accurate data. These

studies have greatly benefited from vast amounts of data

that are now collected during a storm event. The past

five years has seen a large effort in deploying sensor

networks throughout critical coastal regions to collect

data on all aspects of the storm, including water levels,

winds, and significant wave heights. These data are often

available in real time. For example, the Texas Coastal

Ocean Observation Network (TCOON) provides real-

time water level and meteorological information at over

40 stations along the Texas coast and is available online

(lighthouse.tamucc.edu/TCOON).

The extensive data collected and fundamental knowl-

edge gained from these hindcasting studies have recently

led to the development of a real-time forecasting system

based on the ADCIRC model, called the ADCIRC surge

guidance system (ASGS) (Fleming et al. 2008). In this

model, data on the hurricane track, forward speed, and

wind characteristics (wind speed, central pressure, and

radius of maximum winds) are obtained every 6 h from

the National Weather Service. This input is used to gen-

erate a parametric wind field, which provides forcing to

the ADCIRC model. When the storm is far from landfall

the forecast track and intensity at landfall are highly un-

certain; however, 48–72 h from landfall the forecast un-

certainty begins to decrease. It is during this critical time

that accurate forecasts of storm surge are required. To be

useful to emergency managers, the storm surge model

must compute predicted water levels along the coast

within a 1–2-h time window after the most recent forecast

is released from the National Hurricane Center (NHC).

Typically the outputs desired are the maximum water

elevations, measured over a given coastal region during

the entire storm event, and time histories of water levels

and/or currents at critical locations along the coast.

3. Data assimilation and extreme events

As noted above, the ADCIRC model has been used

successfully in hindcast mode to study Hurricanes Betsy,

Katrina, Rita, Gustav, and Ike. Because of these hind-

cast studies, we have developed very accurate descrip-

tions of the Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi coasts,

which include accurate bathymetries, coastal features

such as levees, raised roads, and railways, channels, wet-

lands and marshes, and land use characteristics. These

hindcast models require highly resolved finite element

meshes, with millions of degrees of freedom, and typically

require small time steps to resolve wetting and drying

fronts. While the hindcast models could be run in fore-

cast mode, they require significant computational re-

sources just to run one forecast. Running a large ensemble

of forecasts, as is typically needed to capture uncertainty,

is beyond the capabilities of current computational re-

sources.

The goal is clear—to improve storm surge forecasts by

a data assimilation strategy using only a small ensemble

of states. We describe the so-called singular evolutive

interpolated Kalman filter below as one such data as-

similation strategy.

4. The singular evolutive Kalman filters

Various dimension reduction techniques have been

proposed over the years to decrease the cost of the

Kalman filter by projecting the state (of dimension n)

onto a low-dimensional subspace (of dimension r) (Cane

et al. 1996; Dee 1991; Fukumori and Malanotte-Rizzoli

1995; Hoang et al. 1998). We call this low-dimensional

FIG. 1. Western North Atlantic domain and bathymetry in meters.

The Gulf of Mexico is circled in black.
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subspace the feature space of the system. The singular

evolutive extended Kalman (SEEK) filter was proposed

by Pham et al. (1997) as a low-rank square root extended

Kalman filter in which the error covariance matrix is ap-

proximated by a singular matrix of low rank r� n. This

resulted in Kalman corrections only in the feature space

spanned by the directions whose error is not sufficiently

attenuated by the system. Noticing that ensemble repre-

sentations can be efficiently used to represent square root

covariance matrices (Tippett et al. 2003), Pham (2001)

introduced an ensemble-based variant of the SEEK filter,

called the singular evolutive interpolated Kalman filter. In

the SEIK filter, an ensemble spanning the r-dimensional

feature space replaces the linearization of the system re-

quired in the SEEK filter (Hoteit et al. 2005). The en-

semble contains r 1 1 interpolating states and is drawn

pseudorandomly after the analysis step such that the

analysis state vector and its error covariance are equal to

the sample mean and sample variance, respectively, of

the ensemble. This type of second-order exact sampling

has parallels to the unscented Kalman filter, and we di-

rect the interested reader to Julier and Uhlmann (1997)

and Wan and van der Merwe (2000). Correcting the mean

and resampling the ensemble are central ideas in widely

applied deterministic square root ensemble Kalman fil-

ters [see, e.g., Tippett et al. (2003) and Sakov and Oke

(2008) for more details].

In the following section, we adopt the abstract system

notation

Xt(tk) 5 M(tk, tk21)Xt(tk21) 1 h(tk), (4.1)

where Xt(t) denotes the vector representing the true

state of the system at time t, M(t, s) is the state transition

operator that takes as inputs the state at time s and

outputs the state at time t, and h(t) is the system noise

vector with covariance matrix Qt. At time tk, the ob-

served data vector of dimension p is given by

Yk 5 HkXt(tk) 1 ek. (4.2)

Here, Hk is the observation operator and ek is the ob-

servational noise with covariance matrix R
k
. The SEIK

filter operates recursively beginning with an analysis, then

a resampling step to generate the ensemble members,

a forecast step with the model, and a correction (or anal-

ysis) step to update the forecasted ensembles with new

available observations. The algorithm starts with an ini-

tialization step to determine an initial ensemble of states.

a. Initialization

We make use of an empirical orthogonal function

(EOF) analysis as presented in Pham et al. (1997). The

EOF analysis requires storing a possibly large number of

snapshots of the model state, which can be expensive.

However, this is done only once, and the results can be

used to initialize multiple runs of the SEIK filter. We are

interested in the modeling of extreme events such as

hurricanes, for which the time horizon of interest may

only be a few days and the forcing wind data available

for only a week.

Driving the ADCIRC model only by tidal forcing

terms eliminates all transient behavior in the state

within a few days. We run the ADCIRC model driven

only by tidal forcing terms for 60 days and store the state

every 5 h. The perturbation of these states from their

mean value is used to define a sample covariance matrix

from which the ensemble members can be initialized. In

this way, we initialize ensemble members using a co-

variance from a physically meaningful feature space. Let

P denote the sample covariance matrix of the sequence

of state vectors from the long model run. Let v1, v2, . . . ,

denote the eigenvectors of P with associated eigenvalues

l1 $ l2 $ . . . . The vectors vi are the EOFs, and we ap-

proximate P by the r-rank Pa 5 LULT, where

L 5 (v1 . . . vr), U 5 diag(l1, . . . , lr). (4.3)

The question remains as to how we choose appropriate

r. As noted in Pham et al. (1997), the ratio �j . rlj/Tr(P)

represents the relative error in the square L2 norm of

using approximations to the state in the r-dimensional

feature space and is useful in determining r given a pre-

scribed error tolerance, which we also refer to as the

percentage of inertia or system variability retained by

the EOFs. In the experiments below, we chose to retain

90% of the spatial variability in this sequence of states

using the EOF analysis, resulting in an ensemble size of

r 1 1 5 10.

b. Resampling step

At time tk21, the SEIK filter has produced the analysis

state Xa(tk21) and its corresponding error covariance

matrix Pa(t
k21

). We use the state and error covariance in

producing an ensemble of 1 # i # r 1 1 interpolated

states Xa
i (t

k21
). We factor Pa(t

k21
) into L

k21
U

k21
LT

k21,

where L
k21

is n 3 r and U
k21

is r 3 r. We compute the

square root of the symmetric positive definite matrix

U21
k21 and use a random orthonormal matrix Vk21 with

zero column sums to sample the directions in the feature

space spanned by Uk21. Specifically, we use the Cholesky

decomposition U21
k21 5 C

k21
CT

k21 so that

Pa(tk21) 5 Lk21(C21
k21)TVT

k21Vk21C21
k21LT

k21. (4.4)
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A procedure for computing Vk21 using Householder

matrices is detailed in Hoteit et al. (2002). The inter-

polating states are given by

Xa
i (tk21) 5 Xa(tk21) 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r 1 1
p

Lk21(Vk21,iC
21
k21)T,

1# i # r 1 1, (4.5)

where Vk21,i denotes the ith row of Vk21. Drawing the

interpolated states in this way ensures that the sample

mean and sample variance of the ensemble are exactly

Xa(tk21) and Pa(t
k21

), respectively.

c. Forecast stage

The computational model is initialized and executed

r 1 1 times to integrate from tk21 to tk, the r 1 1 analyzed

interpolated states Xa
i (tk21) to the r 1 1 forecast states

Xf
i (t

k
) ; that is, Xf

i (t
k
) is the forecasted state of Xa

i (t
k21

).

The forecast is taken as the average, that is,

Xf (tk) 5
1

r 1 1
�
r11

i51

X
f
i (tk), (4.6)

and the predicted error covariance is approximated by

the sample covariance matrix, that is,

P f (tk) 5
1

r 1 1
�
r11

i51

[X
f
i (tk) 2 Xf (tk)]

3 [X
f
i (tk) 2 Xf (tk)]T 1 Qk. (4.7)

In general, Pf (tk) is of rank r and can be rewritten from

(4.7) as

Pf (tk) 5 Lk[(r 1 1)TTT]21LT
k 1 Qk, (4.8)

where Lk is n 3 r with the ith column given by

Xf
i (tk) 2 Xf (tk) and T is an (r 1 1) 3 r full-rank matrix

with zero column sums. A convenient choice of T is given

in Hoteit et al. (2002) as

T 5
Ir3r

013r

� �
2

1

r 1 1
1

(r11)3r, (4.9)

where Ir3r is the r 3 r identity matrix, 013r is a 1 3 r vector

of zeros, and 1(r11)3r is an (r 1 1) 3 r matrix of ones.

d. Correction stage

The new data are used to correct the forecast state

Xf (t
k
) according to

Xa(tk) 5 Xf (tk) 1 Gk[Yk 2 HkXf (tk)], (4.10)

where the Kalman gain matrix G
k

is given by

Gk 5 LkUk(HL)T
k R21

k . (4.11)

Here (HL)K is p 3 r with the ith column given by

H
k
Xf

i (t
k
) 2 H

k
Xf (t

k
) and U

k
given by (after factoring

the various decompositions of the matrices above in the

standard Kalman gain formula)

U21
k 5 f[(r 1 1)TTT]21 1 (LT

k Lk)21LT
k QkLk(LT

k Lk)21g21

1 [(HL)k]TR21
k (HL)k. (4.12)

The analyzed filter error covariance matrix is given by

Pa(tk) 5 LkUkLT
k . (4.13)

e. The inflation factor

An inflation factor is a term used to increase (i.e.,

inflate) the background error covariance. The back-

ground error covariance estimated from an ensemble of

states often underestimates the true forecast error partly

because of the limited number of ensemble members

(e.g., see Hamill et al. 2001) where the inflation factor

helps to stabilize a filter when small ensemble sizes are

used. The use of an inflation factor (taken as the re-

ciprocal of the forgetting factor in some literature) in the

SEIK filter is discussed thoroughly in Pham (2001) and

was also used as a means of helping the filter tracking

model instabilities in Hoteit et al. (2002). Covariance

inflation is becoming a necessary part of any ensemble

Kalman filter implementation (Hamill et al. 2009) and

was recently related to the robust filtering theory by Luo

and Hoteit (2011). The forgetting factor is denoted r

with values between 0 and 1 and the corresponding in-

flation factor is given by r21. If r , 1, the inflation factor

weighs recent data exponentially more than old data,

essentially limiting the memory length of the filter. This

is a particularly attractive attribute for our application of

the filter to the modeling of extreme events and is one of

the primary reasons we use it here. The use of the in-

flation factor does not change the computational cost of

the filter and only updates (4.12) to

U21
k 5 fr21[(r 1 1)TTT]21

1 (LT
k Lk)21LT

k QkLk(LT
k Lk)21g21

1 [(HL)k]TR21
k (HL)k. (4.14)

In the filter results shown below, the inflation factor is

set to r 5 1.42. In practice, this term can be updated with

the data assimilation, but we set it here to keep the focus
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on the ability to update water elevations using a fixed

data assimilation framework.

5. Observation system simulation experiments

We performed high-resolution hindcast studies to

simulate the data used in the assimilation experiments.

These studies have been shown to match actual measured

data from instruments located throughout the Gulf for a

number of recent hurricanes, as described above. For this

reason, we are computing what are known as observing

system simulation experiments. We take as two particular

case studies Hurricanes Ike and Katrina.

Hurricane Ike traveled through the Atlantic, Carib-

bean, and Gulf of Mexico in September of 2008, finally

making landfall along the upper Texas coast in the early

morning hours of 13 September (see left-hand plot in

Fig. 2). Ike was a category-4 hurricane on 4 September

2008, and was classified as a category-2 hurricane when

it made landfall near Galveston, Texas, at 0710 UTC 13

September 2008, resulting in what has been estimated

by some as the third costliest hurricane (measured in

inflation-adjusted U.S. dollars for 2008) ever to make

landfall in the United States (Berg 2009). In the days

leading up to and during landfall, the recorded wind in-

tensity for Ike was on the high end of a category-2 hur-

ricane (175 km h21) with a larger wind field than typical

for a category-2 hurricane (Berg 2009). Not only did Ike

cause incredible monetary damage, estimated at nearly

$29.6 billion in the United States alone, but it is also re-

sponsible for nearly 200 deaths (Berg 2009).

Hurricane Katrina formed in August of 2005 over the

Bahamas, made its first landfall in southern Florida,

traveled through the Gulf of Mexico, and made its

second landfall in southeast Louisiana on the morning of

29 August (see right-hand plot in Fig. 2). Katrina was a

category-3 hurricane upon making its second landfall.

Katrina became the costliest natural disaster in the his-

tory of the United States, causing an estimated $81 bil-

lion in property damage (Knabb et al. 2005), and is also

responsible for over 1800 confirmed deaths. Most of the

destruction was due to the storm surge.

We give the specific details for each OSSE below, but

the general outline is as follows:

d A hindcast of the hurricane is run and observation

data are extracted/stored every 2 h
d The oceans are ramped up on the coarse grid of the

Gulf of Mexico (see Fig. 3)
d The ‘‘ramped up’’ state is taken as the mean state of

the system
d The first data assimilation cycle is computed on a 2-h

forecast of the ensemble members, then

(i) the analyzed ensemble members are forecasted

forward 2 h on the coarse grid

(ii) an analyzed ensemble of states is either computed

(i.e., data are assimilated), or the forecasted en-

semble members are used in place of the analyzed

states to compute the next 2-h forecast (i.e., no data

are assimilated)

(iii) repeat (i) and (ii) until the end of the storm is

reached

a. Hindcast details

The ADCIRC model hindcast runs use a time step of

1 s on high-resolution grids of the same domain covering

the Gulf of Mexico and the western North Atlantic

seaboard (see Fig. 1). The hindcasts use data assimilated

winds and atmospheric pressure fields provided by Ocean

FIG. 2. (left) Track of Hurricane Ike through the Gulf of Mexico. The circles with annotations are the locations of

landfall at 1110 UTC 29 Aug 2005 and the locations of the hurricane approximately 48 and 72 h before landfall.

(right) Track of Hurricane Katrina through the Gulf of Mexico. The circles with annotations are the locations of

landfall at 0710 UTC 13 Sep 2008 and the locations of the hurricane approximately 48 and 72 h before landfall.
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Weather, Inc. (OWI). These are the same wind fields used

in previous hindcast studies of Katrina (Dietrich et al.

2010) and Ike (Kennedy et al. 2011). The hindcasts were

run on 2038 CPUs of the Ranger parallel computer at

the Texas Advanced Computing Center and required

approximately 6 h to complete.

The Hurricane Ike hindcast was run on a grid of 3 322

439 nodes corresponding to 6 615 381 elements. The

Hurricane Katrina hindcast was run on a grid of 5 035

113 nodes corresponding to 9 945 623 elements.

The measurement data obtained from these hindcast

studies are, in practice, considered truth since the data

can be collected continuously and the noise can be easily

filtered. However, we err on the side of caution and set

the measurement noise in the experiments assuming

a 95% confidence interval of 60.01 m.

b. Simulation experiment details

For each hurricane, we compute several simulations.

First, we compute the ‘‘no data assimilated’’ forecasts of

the ensemble members for each hurricane where the

initial ensemble members are never updated by the data

(i.e., the forecasted states are stored every 2 h and are

used as the ‘‘analysis’’ states by the model to generate

another forecast). We then compute simulations where

data are assimilated into the system every 2 h until ap-

proximately 48 h before the hurricane makes landfall, at

which point the forecasted states are no longer updated

by the data. Similarly, we compute simulations where

data are assimilated into the system every 2 h until ap-

proximately 24 h before each hurricane makes landfall.

Finally, we compute simulations where data are assim-

ilated into the system every 2 h throughout the entire

timeline of each hurricane, which we refer to as the ‘‘full

data assimilated’’ forecasts.

Each simulation is abbreviated by a tag for ease of

reference. We use ISim-ND, ISim-48, ISim-24, and

ISim-FD to denote Hurricane Ike simulations. Similarly,

we use KSim-ND, KSim-48, KSim-24, and KSim-FD for

Hurricane Katrina simulations. We introduce an addi-

tional simulation for Katrina, denoted KSim-36 (for

data assimilated up to approximately 36 h before land-

fall), as no significant gains in data assimilation are

recorded for the KSim-48 simulation. The suffix ND

stands for the no data assimilated simulation, the 48 and

24 indicate the simulations where data are assimilated

every 2 h until approximately 48 and 24 h before the

hurricane makes landfall, and the FD stands for the full

data assimilated experiment.

The forecasts for these simulations use a dynamic

Holland wind model (Holland 1980), which generates a

parametric wind field using hurricane data (central pres-

sure, maximum wind speed, radius of maximum winds),

using the best track data obtained from the NOAA archive

(ftp://ftp.tpc.ncep.noaa.gov/atcf/archive/) where the radii

of maximum winds are defined by the significant radii of

the 1-m sustained 34-kt isotach (1 kt 5 0.5144 m s21),

given in the advisory. Thus the forecasts use a different

wind field than the hindcast, which would most likely be

the case in any actual hurricane event and is a source of

error in the model.

The data assimilation experiments are run using

a time step of 10 s on a grid of 8006 nodes and 14 269

elements covering the Gulf of Mexico (see Fig. 3). Since

Hurricanes Ike and Katrina have distinct tracks (see

plots in Fig. 2), we use separate arrays of observa-

tion stations for tracking Ike and Katrina (see section 6;

Figs. 4, 5 ). These stations were chosen using a two-step

process. First, we produced dense arrays of hypothetical

stations whose data were extracted from the hindcast

studies. Then, the stations used in the assimilation ex-

periments were chosen from these arrays if they con-

tained a clear signal of the surge (e.g., the station data

shown in Fig. 6). Future studies may include the use of

all hypothetical station data where data indicating a lack

of storm surge are assimilated into the model to correct

forecasts that overpredict water elevations in certain

areas, but this is beyond the scope of this current study

as we are primarily interested in improving maximum

storm surge predictions.

By using separate domains, discretizations, wind forc-

ing, and time steps for the simulation of true data versus

the data assimilation experiments, we avoid many possi-

ble inverse crimes. We summarize the main differences

between the hindcast simulations taken as truth and the

simulations used in the data assimilation run in Table 2.

FIG. 3. Discretization of the Gulf of Mexico domain containing

8006 nodes and 14 269 elements. Open boundaries are denoted by

bold boundary lines. All other boundaries are land. The open

boundaries are forced by the three most dominant diurnal and two

most dominant semidiurnal tidal constituents in terms of amplitude.

The land boundaries are reflective.
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6. Numerical results

In the results presented below, we quantify the effect

the data assimilation scheme (as discussed above) has on

the forecasts of storm surge in several ways. One obvi-

ous metric is the rms error of the ensemble member

forecasts for the various simulations. However, this one

value does not entirely sum up the improvements to the

forecasted states. As mentioned above, a particular

quantity of interest is the prediction of maximum storm

surge along coastal regions over the entire duration of a

storm. We demonstrate this improvement graphically

for each storm and simulation. There is also interest

in the prediction of the storm surge at particular times,

specifically in the hours before a hurricane makes

landfall. We also graphically demonstrate the improve-

ment in the forecasts for the various simulations for each

storm. To properly distinguish the gains of the data as-

similation scheme in terms of improving forecasts at

particular times or of maximum water elevations, we

establish for each storm the ‘‘baseline error’’ defined as

the difference between the truth (taken from the hind-

cast study) and the no data assimilated simulations (i.e.,

what the error would be if we simply make forecasts with

no updating of the state). We then show plots of the

difference between the various data assimilation simu-

lations and the no data assimilated simulation for each

storm, so that the improvement over this baseline pre-

diction is made clear. In plots of state estimates, we

chose a grayscale with discontinuities between small

FIG. 4. The 371 hypothetical observation stations used for Hurricane Ike simulations. The

red-filled circles denote an array of stations where data are simulated from the hindcast study.

The black-filled circles correspond to 43 existing measurement sites placed by several local,

state, and federal agencies, including the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and NOAA, and

university research groups (Kennedy et al. 2011). These 43 observation stations collected data

during the storm and were used to validate the hindcast study.

FIG. 5. The 559 hypothetical observation stations used for Hurricane Katrina simulations.

The red-filled circles denote an array of stations where data are simulated from the hindcast

study.
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ranges of hues to more clearly demonstrate the differ-

ences between the predictions in the various simula-

tions.

a. Hurricane Ike

For all Hurricane Ike simulations, the ramp-up is set

to 1 day starting at 0000 UTC 9 September 2008 and

ending at 0000 UTC 10 September 2008, at which point

all the ensemble members for all simulations are iden-

tically initialized. All Ike simulations end at 0600 UTC

14 September 2008, nearly 24 h after landfall occurred

at 0710 UTC 13 September 2008. For ISim-48, data are

assimilated every 2 h until 0800 UTC 11 September

2008, resulting in a total of 16 assimilation cycles being

computed. For ISim-24, data are assimilated every 2 h

until 0800 UTC 12 September 2008, resulting in a total of

28 assimilation cycles being computed.

In Fig. 6, we show the hydrographs of simulated data

from the Ike hindcast study at four stations that repre-

sent a generic sampling of the type of data available to us

during the simulations. Two of the stations shown in this

figure correspond to just two of the many existing sta-

tions that collected true data during Hurricane Ike and

were used to verify and validate the hindcast study. In

these hydrographs, the stars denote the true measure-

ments at the assimilation times, the plus signs denote the

forecasted measurement data, and the circles are the

FIG. 6. Plots of simulated station data in meters vs assimilation cycle where data are used to update the forecast.

The stars mark data that are simulated from the hindcast study of Hurricane Ike (and then assimilated every 2 h

beginning at 0200 UTC 10 Sep and ending at 0600 UTC 14 Sep 2008), the analyzed state (circles; from ISim-FD), and

forecast state (plus signs; from ISim-FD) with 95% confidence intervals (vertical dashed lines centered at plus signs).

Station locations given in (lat, lon): (top left) (29.638N, 89.568W), (top right) (29.538N, 92.318W), (bottom left)

(27.98N, 93.48W), (bottom right) (29.18N, 92.28W).

TABLE 2. Summary of differences between simulations for

hindcast (truth) simulation used to generate data and simulations

used in data assimilation forecasting experiments.

Data

assimilation Truth

Domain Gulf of Mexico Western North Atlantic

Avg mesh element

size (km2)

98 1.34

Time step (s) 10 1

Wind field Dynamic Holland OWI

Bottom friction

formulation

Chezy Hybrid
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analyzed state’s data. We also plot the 95% confidence

intervals of the forecasted data, which are computed

using (4.8). We see that in general there is a consistent

underestimation of the forecast relative to the true data

and the data assimilation corrects toward this truth. This

is expected for a variety of reasons since the model is

dissipative, and while the data generated in the hindcast

study are from a fine grid with 1-s time steps, we are

forecasting using a coarse grid and 10-s time steps, which

explains a consistent underestimation. Even if we used

the same spatial grids and time steps, we would not ex-

pect the forecast of data to match the true data since we

are using a wind model consistent with what is available

during a storm in the forecast computations, but the

hindcast uses what may be considered the exact wind

field.

One way to quantify the improvement is the use of

rms error. We use the hindcast study to obtain the global

true state of the system and compare the error of the

forecasted ensemble members. We are particularly in-

terested in the ability to forecast the maximum coastal

surge. We consider two rms error metrics. First, we

consider the rms error of the maximum water elevation

forecasts in the geographic area shown in Figs. 7–10,

which contains the parts of the Texas coast around the

landfall event that witnessed the largest storm surge. We

see, in Table 3, that by assimilating data up to 24–48 h

before landfall we obtain improvements in the coastal

rms error of approximately 3%–5%, and we obtain ap-

proximately a 14% improvement in coastal rms error

that the forecasts from ISim-FD give during this same

time window of maximum surge. Second, we consider

the rms error of the maximum water elevation forecasts

at all nodes that recorded up to 60% of the maximum

surge from the true forecast, that is, we consider the rms

error at roughly 36.5% of the nodes where the maximum

water elevation forecast of the hindcast study exceeded

3 m. Table 3 shows that improvement in the rms error of

FIG. 7. Plots of error in max free-surface elevation predictions (in meters) from true state for (top left) ISim-ND,

(top right) ISim-48, (bottom left) ISim-24, and (bottom right) ISim-FD. The top left plot is the baseline error case,

and it represents the error of the existing system if the coarse grid was used to generate a sequence of 2-h forecasts

with no data assimilation.
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FIG. 8. Plots of difference (in meters) between max free-surface

elevation of (top) ISim-48 and ISim-ND, (middle) ISim-24 and

ISim-ND, and (bottom) ISim-FD and ISim-ND. Observe that the

bottom plot has a different color scale to better demonstrate the

differences in the ISim-FD simulation.

FIG. 9. Plot of free-surface elevation error (in meters) at 0700 UTC

13 Sep 2008 from truth for (top) ISim-ND, (middle) ISim-24, and

(bottom) ISim-FD. The top plot is the baseline error case, and it

represents the error of the existing system if the coarse grid was used

to generate a sequence of 2-h forecasts with no data assimilation.
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the maximum water elevation at these nodes is ap-

proximately 5.8% for the ISim-48 and ISim-24 simula-

tions and 15% for the ISim-FD simulation.

The rms metric only tells part of the story. We are

interested in forecasts of maximum water elevations and

forecasts of water elevations at particular times, specif-

ically the times leading up to landfall. First, we look at

forecasts of maximum water elevations. In Fig. 7, we see

the errors from the true forecast of maximum water el-

evation in the ISim-ND, ISim-48, ISim-24, and ISim-FD

forecasts of maximum water elevations. We show in the

plots in Fig. 8 the improvements to the baseline (i.e.,

ISim-ND) prediction of maximum water elevation

computed from ISim-48, ISim-24, and ISim-FD. We see

in the top plot in Fig. 8 (and comparing the top right and

top left plots in Fig. 7) that ISim-48 already offers some

improvement to future forecasts in regions along the

coast of up to 0.2 m. In the middle plot in Fig. 8 (i.e., the

difference between the bottom left and top left plots in

Fig. 7), we see that for the ISim-24 simulation there is

a slight improvement from the ISim-48 simulation

forecast where improvements to maximum elevation

forecasts are as much as 0.25 m over some areas. Com-

paring the middle and bottom plots in Fig. 8, we see that

ISim-FD more accurately captures the maximum surge

within the bay area, with improvements of at least 0.5 m

at many locations, as would be expected since data are

used through the entire simulation to improve future

forecasts (also, compare the differences between the

bottom right and top left and the bottom left and top left

plots in Fig. 7 to observe these differences). There exist

a few small isolated regions where the ISim-48, ISim-24,

and ISim-FD forecasts of maximum water elevation are

approximately 0.01–0.05 m lower than the forecast of

the ISim-ND simulation. These regions occur where the

error in forecasts is generally smaller compared to sur-

rounding areas that show significant improvement.

We see in Fig. 9 the errors from the true forecast of

water elevations at 0600 UTC 13 September 2008, which

is an hour before Ike made landfall at 0710 UTC of the

same day, in the ISim-ND, ISim-24, and ISim-FD fore-

casts. The differences between the ISim-48 and ISim-24

forecasts proved to be within 60.05 m over most of the

coastal region at this particular time, so the results of the

ISim-48 forecasts are omitted in the interest of space. In

the plots in Fig. 10, we see the improvements to forecasts

of water elevation using data assimilation simulations

compared to the baseline prediction at this time. The

ISim-24 simulation (see top plot in Fig. 10 and also

compare to middle plot in Fig. 9) predicts up to ap-

proximately 0.2-m-higher water elevation in some areas

across the coastline. The ISim-FD simulation (see bot-

tom plot in Fig. 10 and also compare to top and bottom

plots in Fig. 9) does the best job of improving water el-

evation predictions in inlet and bay areas by improving

the error by at least 0.5 m over most of the bay and up to

FIG. 10. Plots of difference (in meters) of free-surface elevation forecasts at 0700 UTC 13 Sep 2008 between (left)

ISim-24 and ISim-ND and (right) ISim-FD and ISim-ND. Observe that different scales are used to better demon-

strate the differences between the plots.

TABLE 3. The average rms errors of the max water elevation

forecasts are shown for the four distinct Hurricane Ike simulations.

The second column shows the average rms errors of the max water

elevations forecasted in the geographic area shown in Fig. 8. The

third column shows the average rms errors of the forecasted max

water elevations at the 2927th of 8006 nodes where the hindcast

study recorded max water elevations greater than 3 m.

Simulation Coastal rms error

Rms error for

surge .3 m

ISim-ND 1.92 1.91

ISim-48 1.86 1.81

ISim-24 1.82 1.80

ISim-FD 1.65 1.62
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0.25 m on the coastline area that is directly west of the

bay area.

b. Hurricane Katrina

For all Hurricane Katrina simulations, the ramp-up is

set to 6 h starting at 0000 UTC and ending at 0600 UTC

25 August 2005, at which point all the ensemble mem-

bers for all simulations are identically initialized. All

Katrina simulations end at 1200 UTC 30 August 2005,

approximately 24 h after landfall occurred at 1110 UTC

29 August 2005. For KSim-48, data are assimilated every

2 h until 1200 UTC 27 August 2005, resulting in a total

of 26 assimilation cycles being computed. However, we

saw minimal to no improvement from these simulations

compared to the KSim-ND simulation. Therefore, we

assimilated data another 12 h (at 2-h intervals) to gen-

erate a simulation of forecasts where data are assimilated

approximately 36 h before landfall, and we denote this

simulation as KSim-36. For KSim-24, data are assimilated

every 2 h until 1200 UTC 28 August 2005, resulting in

a total of 26 assimilation cycles being computed.

As before, we first quantify the improvement using

the rms error, and we are again particularly interested in

the ability to forecast the maximum coastal surge. Un-

like Hurricane Ike, which had a 3–5-m storm surge over

a large geographic area, Katrina saw a significantly

higher storm surge, from 4 to approximately 6.6 m over

a smaller area as determined by the hindcast. Specifi-

cally, for Hurricane Ike, 36.5% of the nodes recorded

water elevations within 60% of the overall maximum

value, but for Katrina, only 5.1% of the nodes recorded

water elevations within 60% of the overall maximum

value. Accurate estimates of extreme storm surge over

small areas are of particular importance. We see, in

Table 4, that on average the forecasts from KSim-36,

KSim-24, and KSim-FD decrease the rms errors of the

forecasted maximum storm surge at nodes with at least

4 m of surge by approximately 16%–21%. Also from this

table we see that at nodes where the maximum storm

surge exceeded 5 m the error was reduced by 16%–36%.

The rms errors for these simulations are more infor-

mative as to the significant improvement in capturing

maximum storm surge than the plots below indicate be-

cause of the small number of nodes recording the largest

surge.

In Fig. 11, we show the errors from the true forecast

of maximum water elevation in the KSim-ND and

KSim-36 forecasts of maximum water elevations. The

extreme localization of the maximum surge makes it

difficult to visually identify significant differences be-

tween the KSim-24/KSim-FD and the KSim-36 forecasts

as can be seen in the rms metrics discussed above, so

these are omitted in the interest of space. We see in the

plot in Fig. 12 the improvements to the baseline pre-

diction of maximum water elevation computed from the

KSim-36 simulation. In the nearshore areas where the

storm surge error in the baseline case was greater than

2 m, the KSim-36 simulation often improves the error by

approximately 0.5 m. In areas where the error in the

TABLE 4. The average rms errors of the forecasted max water

elevations. The second column shows the average rms errors at the

405th of 8006 nodes where the hindcast study recorded surge

greater than 4 m. The third column shows the average rms errors at

the 163rd of 8006 nodes where the hindcast study recorded surge

greater than 5 m.

Simulation

Rms error for

surge .4 m

Rms error for

surge .5 m

KSim-ND 2.43 2.94

KSim-36 2.03 2.48

KSim-24 1.99 2.48

KSim-FD 1.92 1.89

FIG. 11. Plots of error in max free-surface elevation predictions (in meters) from true state for (left) KSim-ND and

(right) KSim-36. The left plot is the baseline error case, and it represents the error of the existing system if the coarse

grid was used to generate a sequence of 2-h forecasts with no data assimilation.
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storm surge was less than 1.75 m, which generally cor-

respond to areas of smaller surge, the KSim-36 produced

forecasts of maximum water elevation very similar to

the KSim-ND results.

We now consider forecasts of water elevations at the

specific time of 0800 UTC 29 August. In Fig. 13, we see

the errors from the true forecast in the KSim-ND and

KSim-36 forecasts at this particular time. In the plots in

Fig. 14, we see the improvement to the forecast error in

the KSim-ND forecast using the KSim-36 simulation.

We see that the KSim-36 simulation most improves the

error in the area of greatest storm surge and forecast

error. We again observe that the largest errors and storm

surge are recorded within a small localized area within

the domain.

c. Computational cost

The simulations and data assimilation were executed

on the local cluster Bevo2 at The University of Texas at

Austin. Bevo2 is a 23-node compute cluster made up of

Dell PowerEdge servers that house 23 quad core 2.66-

GHz Intel Xeon processors for a total of 184 cores. Each

node has 16 gigabytes of RAM, dual-gigabit ethernet

ports, and a single-port Mellanox III Lx Infiniband

adapter attached to a QLogic SilverStorm Infiniband 24-

port switch capable of up to 20 Gb s21. Each ensemble

member was executed in parallel using only eight pro-

cessors. The ensemble member jobs were submitted

to the machine sequentially. The data assimilation was

performed in Matlab. The total wall time for the ex-

periment including submitting jobs to the queue was

under 90 min for all Katrina and Ike experiments.

7. Conclusions

We have successfully implemented the square root

ensemble Kalman filter known as the SEIK filter to the

ADCIRC model formulation for two hurricanes: Ike

and Katrina. Validated hindcast studies over the west-

ern North Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico were used to

generate the true states and observations, and a coarser

resolution for the Gulf of Mexico was used for the data

assimilation simulations. We have shown that there is

promise in improving forecasts up to 48 h before landfall

in some cases. Specifically, decreased rms error, im-

proved forecasts of maximum water elevation, and im-

proved forecasts of surge in the hours before landfall

were all demonstrated for simulations where data were

assimilated only up to 24–48 h before landfall. Fur-

thermore, the computational cost was quite modest in

FIG. 12. Plot of difference (in meters) between max free-surface

elevation of KSim-36 and KSim-ND.

FIG. 13. Plot of free-surface elevation error (in meters) at 0800 UTC 29 Aug 2005 from truth for (left) KSim-ND

and (right) KSim-36. The left is the baseline error case, and it represents the error of the existing system if the coarse

grid was used to generate a sequence of 2-h forecasts.
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comparison with running the hindcast studies in forecast

mode.

The approach that we describe in this paper is general

and can be applied to storms of various sizes and inten-

sities. To perform a data assimilated forecast, one needs

the ADCIRC model input files, primarily the finite el-

ement mesh, bathymetry, and other parameters (bottom

friction coefficients, eddy viscosity, etc.); these data exist

for many areas of the coastal United States. One also

needs wind data, generally available from NHC, and of

course the measurement data to assimilate. One concern

with storms of varying size would be whether the reso-

lution of the finite element mesh is sufficient to capture

the storm. For the mesh used in the Katrina and Ike

simulations presented here, the average mesh diameter

was approximately 10 km. Note that the same mesh was

used for the assimilation in both storms, unlike the

hindcast runs where different meshes were used that were

highly resolved in either Texas or Louisiana. However,

a narrower or weaker storm might require a higher-

resolution mesh to accurately capture the hurricane-force

winds and the more local nature of the storm surge. In

addition, different meshes require a different EOF anal-

ysis. The computational cost of the EOF analysis may be

significant, but for each mesh, this analysis can be done

once, stored, and used for future simulations. Further-

more, how well the assimilation would improve results for

storms without a significant surge signal in the data is of

some interest. We will further explore the capabilities of

the assimilation framework we have developed for storms

of varying size, location, and intensity in future work.

The results show much promise moving forward with

the goal of implementing data assimilation methodolo-

gies into real-time forecasts of storm surge. Future work

includes producing a more complete and robust hurri-

cane forecasting system, whereby we assimilate not only

water levels, but wind and significant wave heights.
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